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1. EXTENDED ABSTRACT

This poster presentation is to introduce both the initial objectives and activities of the new EUNIS Task Force group about the application of Business Intelligence (BI) in European Higher Education Institutions (HEI), BITF@EUNIS. Founded during the 2011 EUNIS Congress in Dublin, notable activities started as a result of a “Birds of a Feather” meeting held in Vila Real (Portugal) during the 2012 EUNIS Congress, when a group of about 19 BI enthusiasts from 9 European countries gathered to identify common topics of interest for a BI Task Force. Currently, the active members of the BI Task Force (BITF) include people from the University of Osnabrueck (Germany), the University Institute of Lisbon (Portugal), the Italian consortia AlmaLaurea and CINECA, and the Spanish Office for University Cooperation (OCU). As a starting point for further services, this core team initiated the first BITF-project to survey the occurrence and maturity of BI applications across European HEIs. Details of this survey are subject to another paper submission to EUNIS-2013. To summarize, it aims for a continuously updated collection of maturity information, enabling participants to perform a self-assessment and benchmark of its BI maturity level against other HEI, both actually and over time. Thus, it is to deliver the first cornerstone for the overall goals of the BI Task Force @EUNIS, namely, to promote the creation of a European platform to exchange and share knowledge and experiences on BI in HE institutions. Aside the maturity survey data, which of course are to be organized, processed and presented by typical BI technologies, the “BITF knowledge base” might collect and disseminate examples of BI application components or case studies as reference, e.g. data models, definitions of key measures or dimension hierarchies for analyses, or dashboard designs. Furthermore, guidelines for BI project and runtime organization are conceivable. These are just proposals for contents, which are to be defined and committed by BITF participants, next to be continued during the EUNIS 2013 conference. However, the BITF will not itself fill in the contents, in fact, it defines its responsibility only in developing and facilitating an online platform for the exchange of experiences in the sense of traditional knowledge management systems. Therefore, the directions and success are determined by its intended users, i.e. European HE institutions. With this poster, the authors want to inform about this project and invite EUNIS members for active participation in the BITF initiative.
2. POSTER

BITF @ EUNIS
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE (BI) TASK FORCE

Objective
Design and Operate an Online Platform to exchange and share knowledge and experiences on BI-Applications in European HE Institutions

Startup Project
Online-Survey on BI-Maturity in European HE Institutions with BI-Based Assessment

EUNIS-2013 Event
BITF-Strategy-Meeting

Proposed BITF-Environment

Promoting BITF-Members
Eduardo Carvalho, BITF, University Institute of Lisbon, Lisbon, Portugal, eduardo.carvalho@tcs.ulisboa.pt
Juan Jesús Azpide, Manuel Rivero, University of Oviedo, Spain, Juan.Jesus.Azpide@uniovi.es
Bodo Hummel, Zofija Soltaus, University of Oviedo, Spain, Juan.Jesus.Azpide@uniovi.es
Emilia Borto, CHEA, Belgium, May c. bright@chea.it

Contact / Info
www.eunis.org/
index.php
task-force/bitf
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